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Theme - Waste Management 

 
Objective-           Waste occurring from the sewage. 

Plastics spreading near by trees. 
Waste occurring near river/ponds. 

 
Need of the project- 
 
 
How you will achieve it- I will make a list on waste near my area; it will take 2 to 3 days. I will 
ask to sweeper or person who’s duty is check that place. I will ask him to that in this area the 
sewer waste is generated at high level. Thereafter I will wait for it up to 4 to 6 days that he is 
doing so or not. Then I will send a letter to the municipality that sir, that sir this area is producing 
sewer waste so please will you please provide green bin and blue bin in that area. So, in this my 
10 days are completed          

Now, I will again make a list on my second activity .i.e. Plastics spreading nearby trees. 
Now, I will again make a list and this activity will take 5 to 6 days. After making a list I will ask 
the person who’s duty is to clean that area; so, I will ask to him that why these places are so 
much clean, and the plastics which are spread in the gardens that I will be done by my own 
because I will try then the other people will watch and do the same which I will be doing. In this 
my 10 days will be completed. 
                 Now I will again make a list on my topic .i.e. Waste occurring near river/ponds.    
Now, I will again make a list and this activity will take 2 to 4 days. There after I will directly 
send the message to the municipality that sir, so much waste is occurring near by the river, so 
please provide some necessary things: 

 Please provide some toilets nearby toilets near river. 
 Take care of discharging of municipal sanitary discharges. 

 
                           
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


